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Please note: The complete mentoring session is on the audio recording. These are just the highlights.

Welcome back to Day 4 of the 30 Days of Mentoring with Maiya. I am Maiya Rose Benda
your mentor coach on this journey. Remember if you missed any days, you can listen in at
www.MeaningfulStreams.com—it’s where all of the mentoring series will be published. If you
aren’t a member of the free Meaningful Streams Club you can join today and these eMentoring
sessions will be delivered right to your email.
Today I want to share a clip from the Blueprint journey where I speak about the $1000 a Day
Business Model. Enjoy.
Highlights:
•

Move beyond trading dollars for hours

•

Targeted list of ideal clients

•

Global Business

•

Lots of opportunity to grow perpetual (passive) income streams

•

Limited active income (one-on-one) and only at your highest price point

•

Trade your one-on-one for groups and start to leverage your time, materials and the expertise on the call.

($1000 a Day Business Model Case Studies here.)
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ACTION STEP for Day 4
Let’s look at your business model from a different perspective than day 3. Last session, we
looked at how your business reflects you—how it allows you room to truly express who you
are—to do what you want to do in the world.
Today, I want you to consider how your current business model fuels your financial freedom
goals. Does it have the flexibility it needs to offer you many income opportunities.
Do you have perpetual (passive) income. For example, are you selling your knowledge in the
form of books, ebooks, seminars, or teleclasses instead of just your hourly time and one-on-one
sessions.
Do you run groups that help you 1) leverage your time (instead of seeing 5 individual clients in 5
hours, you see 5 in 1 hour) AND 2) make more dollars for each hour you work!
Outline what you offer that fuels your financial goals—your financial freedom goals.
Do you have room to create the income levels you desire? One again—does your business fuel
your soul...and your bank account?
Feel free to email me at Maiya@MaiyaBenda.com to share. I’d love to hear from you!

